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Wind-induced responses of Beijing National Stadium
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Abstract. The wind-induced mean, background and resonant responses of Beijing National Stadium are
investigated in this paper. Based on the concepts of potential and kinetic energies, the mode participation
factors for the background and the resonant components are presented and the dominant modes are
identified. The coupling effect between different modes of the resonant response and the coupling effect
between the background and resonant responses are analyzed. The coupling effects between the
background and resonant components and between different modes are found all negligible. The mean
response is approximately analogous to the peak responses induced by the fluctuating wind. The
background responses are significant in the fluctuating responses and it is much larger than the resonant
responses at the measurement locations.

Keywords: background response; resonant response; mode participation coefficient; coupling effect;
mode participation factor; stadium.

1. Introduction

The Beijing National Stadium (BJNS, Fig. 1) is the main stadium for the opening and closure

ceremony of the Beijing 2008 Olympic Games. It is located at the center of Beijing Olympic Park

in the northern part of the Beijing City, China. The park is approximately 8 km north of the

Forbidden City. The form and appearance of BJNS looks like a nest of birds and is popularly
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Fig. 1 Beijing National Stadium Fig. 2 Profile of BJNS roof
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named as the Bird Nest.

The saddle-shaped roof of BJNS, with a 332.3 × 296.4 m elliptical plan, consists of steel skeleton

with skins of the translucent Ethylene Tetra Fluoro Ethylene (ETFE) membrane panels on the outer

roof and edge, and the Poly Tetra Fluoro Ethylene (PTFE) membrane panels on the inner roof and

edge (Fig 2). A 185.3 m × 127.5 m elliptical opening is located at the roof center. The stadium

facades are fully opened with an open concourse. The wind-induced response behaviour of the

BJNS has been properly analyzed for sufficient safety.

To determine the wind load on BJNS, a 1:300 scaled structure model was tested in a wind tunnel

with 509 pressure taps installed over the outer and inner roofs. Sets of measured data under wind

load excitation from 36 wind directions at equally spaced 10-degree intervals in the polar

coordinates were recorded. Maps of the wind pressures on both the inside and outside surfaces of

the outer and inner roofs for direction θ=20o are presented in Fig.3 as an example of these

measurements.

All wind loads with 100-year return period were determined in accordance with the Chinese Load

Code (GB50009-2001), which is based on a 10-minute mean wind speed at 10m height above

ground in open country and adjusted in accordance with the site conditions to take into account the

upwind terrain roughness.

Fig. 3 Maps of the wind pressures (kN/m
2)
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2. General procedures

The equation of motion of the structure can be written as

                              

  (1)

where M, C, K are the mass, damping and stiffness matrices, respectively; P(t) is the measured

fluctuation wind load vector;  denote the displacement, velocity and acceleration

response vectors, respectively; L is the index matrix of the load vector. Eq.(1) can be rewritten in

the generalized coordinates to become

  (2)

where

  (3)

and  are the generalized displacement, velocity and acceleration response vectors,

respectively;  is the modal matrix;  is a diagonal

matrix of the circular frequencies ωj;  is the decoupled

damping matrix, and  is the damping ratio of the jth mode.

In the generalized displacement response vectorQ(t), each time history can be assumed to be the

summation of the background component with lower frequencies and the resonant component with

higher frequencies (Davenport 1995) as shown in Fig. 4. Therefore the structural displacement

vector can also be considered as the summation of background component and the resonant

component responses with

(4)

where Xb(t), Xr(t) represent the time history of the background component and resonant

component of the structural responses; and ,

 . 

The structural response of any DOF, says the mth, can be written as follows (Tian 2009)

(5)

It is shown the response depends on the variance of the responses of each mode. In Eq. (5), ϕmj

and ϕ mk are the jth-mode and the kth-mode shape displacements, respectively; σj,b and σj,r are the

jth-mode background and resonant responses, respectively; σk,b and σk,r are the kth-mode

background and resonant responses, respectively; β jk,br is the component coupling factor between

the jth-mode background response and the kth-mode resonant response; and γjk,b and γjk,r are the

mode coupling factors between the jth-mode and kth-mode background response and between the

jth-mode and kth-mode resonant response, respectively. These items are calculated as follows.
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damping item in the equation of motion of the jth-mode with (Tian 2007a)

                            (6)

in which Spp(ω) is the cross-power spectrum density of the measured wind pressures; and Hj,b is

referred to as the transfer function of the background component with Hj,b=1/ωj
2. The time history

of the resonant component can therefore be obtained as

    (7)

and the variance of the resonant component is defined as 

(8)

where Hj,r(ω) and H*j,r(ω) denote the transfer function and its conjugate of the resonant response

of the jth-mode and it can be calculated as 

(9)

The expressions of the coupling factors in Eq.(5) have been given in Tian(2009) and the following

is the brief introduction of these expressions. The component coupling factor, β jk,br, between the jth-

mode background response and the kth-mode resonant response can be written as

(10)
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Fig. 4 Background and resonant response
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where Re( ) means the real part of a complex value. The mode coupling factor γ jk,r between the

jth-mode and the kth-mode resonant responses are defined as

 (11)

while the mode coupling factor γ jk,b between the jth-mode and the kth-mode background

responses are expressed as, 

 (12)

where Hk,b= 1/ωj
2 and Hj,b= 1/ωk

2 are constants, and their correlation always equals to unity.

It can be seen from Eqs.(5) - (12) and that the contribution of a vibration mode to the structural

response depends on the mode order, the correlation between the mode shape and the spatial

distribution of wind load, and the difference between the dominant frequency of wind load and the

natural frequency of the structure; i.e., the lower the mode order, the larger the correlation between

the mode shape and the spatial distribution of wind load, the smaller the difference between the

dominant frequency of wind load and the natural frequency of the structure, the larger would be the

structural response. Satisfactory solution may be achieved by considering a few lower modes only if

the shapes of the lower vibration modes are highly consistent to the spatial distribution of the wind

load. For example, the response of a high-rise building or a super-high structure excited by wind load

can be obtained with great accuracy based on the first three modes. While, if the mode shapes have

little correlation to the spatial distribution of wind loads, the responses are influenced by multiple

modes or they are associated with structural modes of the higher frequencies. Hence, the natural

vibration modes and frequencies of the BJNS are analyzed first and they are shown in Figs. 5 and 6.
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Fig. 5 Distribution of frequencies
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complex (Fig. 6), and are not very consistent with the distribution of wind loads on the roofs (Fig. 3).

Therefore, multiple modes should be taken into account, and some higher order modes may be more

significant than the lower ones. If all of the modes are considered, the response analysis of a long span

structure, such as the BJNS, will be a time-consuming task, and it is necessary to find a way to extract

the dominant modes, i.e., the ones contributing greatly to the structural responses, on the basis of

achieving a satisfied precision with these selected dominant modes. Section 3 will focus on the

Fig. 6 First eight mode shapes of BJNS
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dominant mode selection by defining the mode participation factors of the background component and

the resonant component.

Section 4 will identify the dominant modes of BJNS and the background and resonant responses

are analyzed respectively while the coupling effects of both the background responses and resonant

responses are investigated. The fluctuating wind responses result from the background and the

resonant responses while the coupling item between the two components are examined. The mean,

background and resonant components are then combined to obtain the maximum and minimum

responses. Finally, Section 5 gives the characteristics of the wind-induced responses of roof of the

BJNS.

3. Dominant modes

A common procedure to extract the dominant modes is by generating the Load-Dependent Ritz

Vectors (Wilson 1982, Nour-Omid 1985 and Gu 2000). Since the spatial distributions of wind loads

are much very complex, the Proper Orthogonal Decomposition is explored to decompose the wind

field into a product of spatial distributions and a random field (Wu 2007). A Ritz vector contributes

significantly to the total responses without knowledge of its contributions to the background

responses and the resonant responses. Additionally, some spatial distributions are discarded since

their energies are very small while the structural responses excited by these spatial distributions may

not be small. To overcome these drawbacks, a procedure to identify respectively the dominant

modes for the background component and the resonant component is presented in this section.

Since the background response of a mode is not dependent on the ratio of frequency of the wind

load excitations to the natural frequency of the structure, the time history of the background

response is a quasi-static process in nature. Hence the internal energy of the structure includes only

the strain energy or the potential energy. It gives a clue to extract the dominant modes of the

background responses based on the strain energy. This section gives the mode energy participation

coefficient of the background response, which is the ratio of mode strain energy to the total strain

energy induced by the background responses. This coefficient may be used to extract the dominant

modes of the background responses.

In fact, the resonant response of a mode is a vibration process, and it contains both the mode

strain energy and the kinetic energy. Thus the mode energy participation coefficient of the resonant

response is the ratio of the summation of the mode strain energy and the kinetic energy for a mode

to the corresponding energy contained in the structure.

3.1 Mode energy participation factors for background responses

The time histories of the background displacements can be regarded as the quasi-static processes.

The work done by the fluctuating wind forces when they undergo the background displacements

can be transformed into the strain energy or potential energy, that is (Tian, 2007a; 2007b),

 (13)
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The expectation or mean value of the work down Wb is

 

 (14)

The time history of background displacement response of the jth mode is calculated as follows

(15)

and its contribution to the total background responses is 

  (16)

The work done by the fluctuating winds when they undergo the background displacement of the

jth mode is

 

 (17)

The expectation of the work down Wj,b is

(18)

The jth mode energy participation coefficient of the background response is defined as follows

                                      (19)

The mode energy participation coefficient of background response represents the mean

contribution ratio of the mode displacement of background response to the total displacement of

background response. The participation factors of the selected modes are calculated and sorted in

descending order and they are added together. Both the precision of the displacement of background

response and the number of selected modes are controlled by a predefined minimum value of the

mode participation factors and the cumulative factors. The predefined minimum value of the

cumulative factors for this study is 95%.

3.2 Mode energy participation factors for resonant responses
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the kinetic energy and the potential energy. The kinetic energy and the potential energy are related

respectively to the velocity and the displacement. Hence the work done by the fluctuating wind

loads when they undergo the resonant displacements of the jth mode is the summation of the kinetic

energy and the potential energy of jth mode as (Tina 2007 a,b) 
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 (21)

The expectation of the work done Wj,r is 

(22)

where σ2
j,r

 is variance of the jth-mode displacement and  is the variance of the jth-mode

velocity, as

 (23)

(24)

The total energy of the resonant responses is the summation of energy expectations of the selected

modes, i.e.,

 (25)

where K is the number of selected modes, for example the first 100 modes or the first 300 modes.

Then the jth mode energy participation coefficient of resonant response is defined conveniently as

follows

(26)

The mode participation factors of resonant response of selected modes are sorted in descending

order and they are added together. The precision of the displacement of resonant response is

controlled by a predefined minimum value of the mode participation coefficient of resonant

response and the cumulative coefficient. The predefined minimum value of the cumulative factors

for this study is 95%.

4. Wind-induced response of roof of BJNS 

Based on the wind pressure time histories obtained from the wind tunnel test of the full-scale

structure of the Beijing National Stadium, the displacement responses under the mean wind and

fluctuating wind are computed. The controlling results, for wind azimuth 20 degree (Fig. 3), will be

presented. The displacement responses under mean wind loads are given first in Fig.7. The

background and resonant responses are investigated in the following sub-sections. Finally, the

maximal and minimal displacement responses are presented for designer to estimate the safety of
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background response are shown in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively. It can be seen that the 1st, 2nd, 4th, 7th

and 8th modes are the first 5 modes of ranked by their contributions to the responses and that the

first 150-mode cumulative energy coefficient for the background component is greater than 95%.

Furthermore, if the mode energy participation factors of the first 500 modes are sorted decreasingly,

the first 55-mode cumulative energy coefficient is greater than 95%. These 55 modes are considered

as the dominant modes of the background component and they are selected from Fig. 8. 

4.1.2 Background response

The peak responses of the background component, shown in Fig. 10, are obtained from response

from these 55 modes using complete quadratic combination procedure by letting the peak factor be

3.3, as the modal coupling effects among the dominant modes are always equal to unity as

discussed in Eq.(12). Detailed analysis shows the inside edge vibrates freely and its response is

dominated by the lower modes; the outside edge is supported on 24 steel columns and many higher

modes are required to calculate the background responses accurately. However, the responses at the

inside edge receive much more attention since the background responses at the outside edge is

Fig. 8 Mode coefficients for background component Fig. 9 Mode cumulative coefficients of first 500

modes

Fig. 7 Displacement under mean wind (mm) 
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much smaller than those at the inside edge. Therefore the relative errors of responses at the outside

edge can be neglected.

4.2 Resonant response

4.2.1 Mode energy participation factors

The first 50-mode energy participation factors of the resonant responses calculated by Eq.(26) are

shown in Fig. 11  and the cumulative coefficients are shown in Fig. 12. It is indicated that the first

10 modes are very significant compared with other modes and that the cumulative coefficient of the

first 25 modes is greater than 95%. If the mode energy participation factors are sorted decreasingly, the

cumulative coefficient of the first 9 modes is greater than 95%. These 9 modes are called the

dominant modes of the resonant responses.

4.2.2 Resonant Responses

The resonant responses can be formed by superimposing the 9 dominant modes using either the

Fig. 10 Peak displacement responses for background component using CQC procedure (mm)

Fig. 11 First 50-mode energy factors of
resonant response

Fig. 12 Cumulative factors of resonant response
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CQC procedure or the SRSS procedure. The peak resonant responses of these two cases are

approximately identical and one of them, the SRSS result, is presented in Fig. 13, where the peak

factors are also 3.3. This means that the coupling effect among the selected modes is negligible,

which can also be inferred from that the modal spectral density around the modal frequency exhibits

the flatness characteristic and that peak of the modal response is highly narrow.

4.3 Components combination

In Eq.(5), the fluctuating responses include three parts, i.e., the background component, the

resonant component and the coupling item. For an example, Fig. 15 manifests the power spectra of

the 1st modal responses, in which the resonant response is separated far from the background

response and the coupling factors, defined in Eq.(10), between the two components is 1.9%. Further

studies show the coupling item between the two components of any dominant mode is all less than

2%. Therefore the coupling effects between the two components are ignored in this study. The

background responses shown in Fig. 10 and the resonant responses shown in Fig. 14 are then

combined into the fluctuating responses, Fig. 16.

For roof structures, two combinations of the mean responses and the fluctuating responses, i.e.,

the summation and minus of the mean responses and the peak responses under fluctuating wind, are

Fig. 13 Peak displacement of resonant response (mm) Fig 14 Response spectrum of resonant componen

Fig. 15 1st mode response spectrum Fig 16 Peak displacement of fluctuating responses (mm)
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important for designing. Both of them (Figs. 17 and 18) are presented to the designer.

5. Conclusions

The three components, mean response, background response and resonant response, of the wind-

induced responses for the Beijing National Stadium are investigated in this paper. The mode energy

participation factors are presented to identify the dominant modes of the background and resonant

responses. 

Since the Beijing National Stadium is a relative rigid structure, the wind-induced responses are

small, while the magnitudes of the mean responses are almost identical to the fluctuating responses.

The background responses are significant in the fluctuating responses. The background responses of

the dominant modes are coupled strongly because of the closely spaced frequencies and the wide-

band spectrums while the coupling effect of the resonant responses of the dominant modes can be

ignored because the resonant peaks are all narrow. The prevailing frequency of wind load is far

away from the fundamental frequency of the roof of the BJNS and the correlation between

background response and resonant response can be ignored. 
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